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Thank you for helping to provide competitive opportunities for Special Olympics 

Ontario athletes. 

This host package hopefully contains all of the information you need to be able to 

successfully host a SOO Swim Meet.  

If at any point you require any more information or clarification please contact the 

Swimming Provincial Convenor or the Sport & Competition Developer.  

 

This document contains the following topics: 

Guidelines for Hosting an SOO Competition  

Competition Preparation  

Competition Committee  

Day of Checklists & Timeline  

Divisioning  

Post Competition Wrap Up  

Appendices 

I. Other Resources  

II. Sample Invitation  

III. Sample Event Entry Form  

IV. SOO Event Day Volunteer Pledge  

V. Volunteer Thank You Letter  

VI. Use of Marshalls  

VII. Sample Budget  

VIII. Options for setting up your heats  

IX. Officials  



 

  

 

 

Guidelines for hosting an SOO Competition 
 

Section 11 of the information portal provides detailed descriptions, minimum 

requirements and checklists for each of the following levels of competition: 

Virtual 

Virtual competitions can be hosted provincially, by conference or locally. This is a way 

for athletes to compete against their peers without having to travel to a competition. 

Often coaches will stage a mock competition during a practice and submit those 

results for the virtual competition. 

Invitational 

Invitational competitions are hosted by SOO communities/clubs. Hosts can select who 

to invite to the competition (normally specifying a specific ability level or 

geographical area). These competitions can be held during the regular practice time 

of the club or can run as full tournaments. 

Home Town Games (3rd Party Event Host) 

Home Town Games are similar to Invitationals but they are hosted by a 3rd party.  

Conference 

Conference competitions are held once per season per conference. This competition 

must be open to all athletes in the conference.  

Provincial Qualifier 

Provincial Qualifiers are held in each conference the year proceeding provincial 

games. This competition is open to all athletes in the conference (other than adapt).  



 

  

 

 

Competition Preparation 
Type of Competition 

You need to determine based on the information provided in section 11 on the 

information portal which type of competition you would like to host and the 

guidelines you must follow for that competition.  

Facility 

You will need to look into your facilities on deck capacity, spectator viewing options 

and whether you will be able to bring in outside food.  

Volunteers 

A number of SOO swim meets are hosted in partnership with a local generic swim 

team. If there is a generic club in your community it would be a good idea to connect 

with them to see if they would be able to help run your meet. If that is not an option 

for you ensure that you will be able to recruit enough volunteers to help.   

We recommend partnering with a generic swim club. 

Invitees 

Determine who you would like to invite to your competition and which events you will 

be running. Your Conference Convenor or Provincial Convenor will be able to provide 

you with the contact information for the clubs you would like to invite.  

Officials 

If you have a generic club on board to help run the meet chances are members of that 

team would be able to act as your competition officials. If you need to secure officials 

yourself please connect with your conference convenor and they can help you with 

this.  



 

  

See appendix IX for a full listing of swim officials. 

Competition Committee 
Running a competition can be a large undertaking and it helps to have a group of 

people helping to share the work. The following outlines the recommended division 

of labour. 

Competition Host 
 

Facility: You will need use of the pool, change rooms, and a place to do the 
data inputting (small room with two outlets), officials room and a place for the 
athletes to eat their meal  
Officials: Arrange for certified officials to officiate at your meet 
Coaches Meeting: it is your responsibility to hold a coaches meeting prior to 
the start of the meet. You will go over the rules of the competition and the 
starter or referee & chief will be there to demonstrate the start. It’s always 
good to have your S&T judges present as coaches need to pre-identify any 
athletes with physical limitations that affect their starts or turns.   
PA System: what are you going to use to communicate with the teams? Is there 
a PA system in the pool that you would have access to or can you get a blow 
horn? If there is no PA system, perhaps use a white board or an easel to let the 
teams know which event is being marshalled. 
Competition Budget: Work with the Fundraising and Meal committee 
members to determine the competition budget. As per section 11 on the 
information portal the per athlete registration fee is not to exceed $20. 
Communities can apply for an SOO competition grant to offset a projected 
deficit. For details regarding the grant process please see section 2.3 of the 
information portal. 

The day of the meet it is up to the Competition Host to ensure that everything is 
running smoothly. 
Note: often the competition host takes on one or more of the roles outlined below 
 
Volunteer Coordinator 
 

Timers: you need 2-3 timers/ lane and at least 4 spares to rotate through for 
breaks 
Runners: you will 2 runners, one to collect the time cards after each race, the 
other one to take the cards to the inputting team. 



 

  

Inputters: normally you will need 2 of these 
during the meet and a third person to help label the ribbons.  
Marshalling volunteers: you will need between 5-20 volunteers to help with 
the marshalling of the athletes 
*please see appendix IV for an outline of how to utilize marshals.  
Meal Volunteers: check with the committee member in charge of the meal to find 
out how many helpers they would like to work with them to sort the meals into 
team boxes (normally 2-3 helpers would be good). 

The day of the meet it is your responsibility to sign in all of your volunteers and 
provide orientation to what is expected of them for the day. You should provide your 
volunteers with t-shirts and have certificates or letters of thanks for all of your 
volunteers, but especially the ones that are helping for their volunteer hours.   
 
Fundraiser 
 

Lane sponsorships: you can try to get lane sponsors and you can use whatever 
you would like as your benchmark ($100 for bronze, $150 for silver and $200 
for gold as an example). Make sure that they send you a logo or sign that you 
can put up at the top or bottom of the lane to designate it their lane. 
Program Sales: The program is the heat sheets that will be generated by the 
GMS program. You will just need to create a title page for them. They are 
normally sold for $2 apiece; however, you may have to increase this price 
depending on how much you pay to print them.   
Inform visiting teams ahead of time that sheets are only provided free of 
charge to the teams.  
Food Donations: It is always a good idea to try to get as much of the food 
donated as possible. So work with the meal coordinator to determine what 
food they are looking for and help that committee member draft and distribute 
a donation letter to local grocery stores (you can normally get your fruit and 
drinks for free). 
Bake Sale: Many competitions run successful bake sales to help raise funds.  

The day of the meet you need to make sure that your lane sponsor’s signs are 
displayed appropriately. 
After the meet, send out a thank you card to all of your sponsors with a picture of 
athletes from the meet.  
Advertise the bake sell ahead of time to incoming teams to maximize the fundraiser. 
 
 
Registration Coordinator  
 



 

  

GMS: It is your responsibility to input all of 
the data from the registration forms and to create heat sheets. 
Timers Cards: create the timers cards for each swimmer.  
Some generic teams may want to run a cardless meet. If you are going to run a 
cardless meet ensure that you have 20 marshals to help with athlete 
management. 
Numbers: Provide final numbers to all other committee members when the 
registration packages have been returned. 
Registration Packages: you will man the registration table the day of the 
meet, collecting any outstanding entrance fees and giving teams their 
registration packages, which should consist of 2-4 heat sheets and a scratch 
sheet (created in GMS). 

The day of the meet you will be responsible for registering all of the teams and 
putting the scratches into GMS. You may be asked to help with the inputting of the 
swimmers times. 
 
Meals Coordinator 
 

Meals: Decide what you would like to provide the athletes for their meal and 
work with the Fundraiser to get as much of the meal donated as possible. 
Ensure accurate numbers are given to the supplier of the food and either pick 
up the food or confirm delivery. Work with the registration coordinator to 
determine and provide for any food allergies. 
Snacks: You should have enough bottled water or juice to provide to your 
volunteers throughout the competition. Some hosts also provide cut up fruit to 
the athletes half way through the competition. Work with the Volunteer 
Coordinator to ensure there are volunteers available to run the water (and 
snacks) to the officials and participates throughout the meet. 

The day of the meet it is your job to make sure all of the food has been delivered and 
to sort the food into team boxes (let the volunteer coordinator know how many 
helpers you would like for this task). 
 
Awards and Ceremonies 
 

Opening Ceremonies: Pick an athlete to recite the Athletes Oath, some meets 
play the national anthem too, it’s up to you. (You don’t need a closing 
ceremonies) 
Awards: work with the inputters to ensure that all of the ribbons* are labelled 
and placed in the teams envelopes to be distributed at the end of the 
tournament 



 

  

*To order ribbons please send an e-mail to 
supplies@specialolympicsontario.com outlining how many 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
and participation ribbons you require, which sport it is for and the address 
the ribbons should be delivered to. Please ensure you e-mail your ribbon order 
a month prior to your competition to ensure there is time to mail your request 
to you. 

 
Public Relations 
 
It is your job to alert the local media that the meet is occurring and then be present 
the day of the meet to answer any questions for any media that do show up. 

 

Check Lists & Timelines 
Things you will need: 

□ Computer and printer (it would be preferable if the registration process could 
be done on a laptop and that laptop be brought to input the data on 

□ Labels to label the ribbons with (size of label: 3 across 10 down) 
□ Ribbons  
□ Printer paper 
□ Markers, pens, pencils, clip boards for the timers 
□ Stop watches for the timers   
□ Batteries 
□ Starter’s gun (unless you have an official bring this) 
□ Chairs on deck in the marshalling pit (5 rows of 8, if you have 8 lanes) 
□ Marshalling table with 3 chairs for volunteers 
□ Team signs to be posted to designate their spot on deck  
□ Boxes to put the team meals into 
□ A registration table for the beginning of the day and chairs for the volunteers- 

this table can be turned into the bake sale table 
□ 2 money boxes. One for registration and one for the bake sale. You will also 

need to stock the bake sales one with change. 
□ Posters to let People know what is going on  

 

 
 
 



 

  

 
Sample Meet Timeline 

 
Pre Meet Preparation 
Mary K and Dave M enter all info into GMS -February 13 
Mary K create finale draft of heat sheet-to be given to Diane L- February 17 
Parents: Bake sale items prepared- Arranged by Shirley 
 
DAY OF SET UP 
8:00am: Mary K, Jenn K, Dave M, Carol K, Phil M, Alicia L, Cynthia D, Edna L, Ann R, Shirley and Tom M 
(three more volunteers to help with volunteer check in) arrive and begin set up. 
               

 
Mary K, Dave, Phil to set up volunteer room/statistics room 
 
(three volunteers) set up volunteer check in: t-shirts, volunteer forms and name tags 
 
Jenn, Carol, Shirley and Tom to set up pool area: arrange chairs 3 rows behind marshalling 
table, 2 rows behind starting blocks; number chairs; post team signs; cordon off 
marshalling area and parent area (tape or rope); put lane rope dispensers in south west 
corner  
 
Alicia and Ann to set up registration table in doorway to pool hall facing Highbury parking 
lot doors: stuff envelopes(2 programs per team, one scratch sheet and a schedule of the 
days events); need cash box (Mary K), programs (Diane), sign to be taped to front of table 
 
Cynthia and Edna to set up bake sale table in front of brick wall beside guard station in 
front hall: need cash box (Mary K), bake sale items, coffee carafe (Shirley), sign for in front 
of table 

 
8:05am: Home Team, Carol, Karrisa, Kyle, Kamilia to arrive and get ready for meet-Carol and Karrisa to 
put in 2 lane ropes (make pool 3 large lanes); team to begin warm up at 8:20am 
 
8:15am: Remaining event day volunteers to arrive- directed to volunteer room to drop of stuff, pick up 
t-shirts, name tags and fill out volunteer forms; four volunteers to be assigned to Highbury and 
Cheapside doors 
 
*As teams arrive they are to be directed to the change rooms, coaches to sign in at the registration 
table and pick up packages,  
 
*As spectators arrive they are to be informed about the spectator seating, can purchase programs for 
$2 
 
8:30am: WARM UPS begin (Home team is done) 
             Carol to coordinate warm ups: each team to be given 10 minutes in a large lane (larger teams will 
need two lanes) 
 
             Timers Orientation to be held in volunteer room by Meet Officials 



 

  

 
Registration table closes, Alicia to bring scratches and money box to statistics 
room 
 
Mary K, Dave and Phil to enter final scratches, label athlete race cards and arrange in order 

 
8:55am: Coaches meeting at Marshalling Pit with Officials (all head coaches) 
 
 
9:00am: Warm up wrapped up, add rest of lane ropes – 4 people to do this – move lane ropes into 
centre  
 Add ropes to outside to make 6 lanes 
 

Carol, Anna, Stephanie, Tyler, Shirley and Tom at marshalling table with athlete race cards 
 
9:05am: (Athlete’s name) to recite athlete’s oath 
 
              Carol to call first 5 heats, hand out race cards to each swimmer 
 

 Anna, Stephanie and Tyler to arrange athletes in their appropriate seats (heats 1 & 2 in chairs 
behind starting blocks in line with their lane, heats 3-5 in chairs in marshalling pit) 
 
12 volunteer timers at starting block (six spare to rotate through at half hour intervals)  
 
Watch Check 

 
9:10am: First race starts! 
 
             Carol to call next heats and hand out cards as appropriate 
 
             Anna, Stephanie and Tyler to continue to move swimmers through the seating system 
             (if swimmers are missing from the heat, go to team area to find them) 
 
             Mary K, Phil and Dave in Statistic room ready to receive first race info 
 
             Jenn available as floater 
 

Shirley and Tom to collect race cards from timers and take them to statistic room for input (for 
the 25m races Shirley to collect cards from swimmers to be run down to timers at the other end 
of the pool, Tom to collect from timers and run to stats room) 
 
REPEAT UNTIL END OF RACE 

 
11:00am: John to pick up lunches at Subway and bring them to lunch room 
 
11:30am: (6 timers that are on off rotation) John to organize lunches in team boxes according to day of 
numbers of coaches and athletes (when done, boxes to be kept in statistics room until teams are ready 
to eat) 



 

  

 
End of Meet: John to hand out food to teams in lunch room 
 
  Mary K, Phil and Dave to hand out ribbons to teams 
 
 Jenn to tear down pool area 
 

Volunteers to have lunch, pick up personal items from stats room and are free to leave 
THANK YOU 

 

 

Divisioning 
 
The Special Olympics Ontario divisioning process is outlined in section 13.3.1 on the 
information portal.  
 
The standard for how the competition is going to address divisioning must be 
included in the competition invitation.  
 
For all competitions other than a Provincial Qualifier the host committee may use 

individuals entry times to division the athletes and just run timed finals. GMS must be 

used to division the athletes.  

For some smaller competitions it may be necessary to run multiple divisions in a heat. 

Please see appendix VIII for options on how to set up your heats.  

For Provincial Qualifiers prelims and finals should be run for all 25 and 50 meter 

events.  

 

Post Competition Wrap Up 
Following your event you will be responsible for submitting a final budget to your 

community council or the Sport & Competition Developer (for PQs).  



 

  

If you didn’t have the ribbons and results ready for 

distribution prior to teams leaving you will need to mail these to the coaches 

of each participating club. 

All results are to be sent to the Sport & Competition Developer within two weeks of 

the competition.  

If the competition is a PQ the following paperwork will need to be sent to the Sport & 

Competition Developer: 

□ Coach sign in sheet  

□ All Team sign in/scratch sheets 

□ Heat Sheets 

□ Referee in Chief’s notes-DQ notices 

□ Copy of the GMS file 

□ All Timer Cards 

 

  



 

  

APPENDICIES 

I Other Resources 
Section 14.18 of the information portal has a number of resources including the SOC 

rules and Swimming Canada rules. 

  



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Host) 
 

(Type of competition: Invitational Swim Meet) 
(Date) 

(Address of Competition) 
 
 
 

Contact:  
Home:  
Cell: 
e-mail:  

 
  

II Sample Invitation 



 

  

 
 

 
 

(Name of Competition: London Gliders Invitational Meet 2010) 
 
FACILITY: (description of facility: Eight lane, 25 meter pool) 
 
Registration: (time)    Oath:   (time) 
Warm-ups:  (time)    Start:   (time) 

Finish:   (time) 
 
ELIGIBILITY: Swimmers must be registered with Special Olympics Ontario, an SOO registration number 
must be provided on the event registration form. 
 
MEET RULES: SNC and SOC Rules will apply. 

1. Swimmers shall enter a minimum of two events and a maximum of (input your competition 
maximum) events per competition 

2. False Starts 
a. Each swimmer will be allowed one false start. Upon committing a second false start, 

that swimmer will be disqualified from the event. 
 
COMPETITION: All events are timed finals, seeding for ribbons will be done based on entry times and 
will follow Special Olympics Ontario Divisioning Policies and Special Olympics Ontario’s rules of play. 
(change if you will be using prelims) 

 
For Provincial Qualifiers 
COMPETITION: 
Preliminaries and Finals will be used for the following events: 
Freestyle: 25m, 50m 
Backstroke: 25m, 50m 
Breatstroke: 25m, 50m 
Butterfly: 25m, 50m 
 
Timed Finals will be used for the following events: 
Freestyle: 100m, 200m, 400m 
Backstroke: 100m, 200m 
Breatstroke: 100m, 200m 
Butterfly: 100m, 200m 
Individual Medley: 100m, 200m 
 
For all Timed Finals events will be re-divisioned after the race to determine all athletes’ final divisions 
and results. 
 
For the purpose of calculations for advancement: 
Did Not Start (DNS) = 0 points 
Did Not Finish (DNF) = 0 points 



 

  

Stroke & Turn violations = 0 points 
Scratches must be received by the Clerk of Course 30 minutes prior to the start of the 
event and are not included in the final calculation for advancement.  
Coaches must identify athletes with stroke and turn adaptations during the coaches meeting. 

 
DIVISIONING: SOO policy 13.3.1 will be used to determine divisions 
 
ENTRY FEES: $20.00 per swimmer 

Make cheque payable to:  
(include information regarding refunds and scratches)  

 
ENTRY DEADLINE: (Date) 
 
SUBMISSION: Please e-mail entries if possible:  
    OR 
Mail to:   
(*include whether you will take GMS submissions and which version of GMS you will be using) 
 
AWARDS: Ribbons and race results will be provided to athletes and coaches at the conclusion of the 
meet. (If you are going to hold an awards ceremony or mail ribbons out at a later date include that 
information here) 
 
REFRESHMENTS:  (Include what you will be providing and if there is an extra charge for food) 
   (Include deadline for special dietary requests if food is being provided) 
 
 
 
 
Event List (include the list of events which are being offered at your meet and the order of events if 
possible) 

 

 
Please Remember: 
 

1. There is normally a list of housekeeping items that you should include at the 
end such as 

2. Parking 
3. Change room information 

 
 
  



(Name of Event) 

  

CLUB NAME ____________________ CONTACT PERSON  _________________________ DAYTIME PHONE __________________________  

  

               

MAILING ADDRESS FOR RESULTS_______________________________ POSTAL CODE  _________ EMAIL: 

_______________________________________________ 
 

               

   D of B   25 meter 50 meter 100 Meter 200 M 400 M 

Swimmer's Name Sex mm/dd/yy SOO # Front Back Breast Fly Front Back Breast Fly Front Back Breast  Free 
 

Free 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                
 

                

 



IV Sample Event Day Volunteer Pledge 
 

  

 
Volunteer Pledge 

 
As a volunteer for Special Olympics Ontario (Community) you will agree to and abide by the following 
expectations which uphold the mission and philosophy of Special Olympics Ontario. 

As an event volunteer I pledge that: 

• I will be respectful and act responsibly. 

• I will respect the rights, dignity and worth of athletes, coaches, other volunteers, friends and spectators 
that are participating in the event. 

• I will treat everyone equally regardless of sex, ethnic origin, religion or ability 

• I will dress and act at all times in a manner which will be appropriate to my assigned responsibilities and 
a credit to myself, the athletes and Special Olympics Ontario. 

• I will display control, respect, dignity and professionalism to all involved including athletes, coaches, 
opponents, officials, administrators, parents, spectators and media. 

• I will report any emergencies to the appropriate authorities after first taking immediate action to ensure 
the health and safety of the participants 

• I will not take part in the consumption of alcoholic beverages and/or controlled substances or be under 
the influence of alcohol and/or controlled substances during any Special Olympics events. I will not take 
part in smoking or chewing tobacco except in designated areas. 

• I will not engage in any type of inappropriate behavior, use of profanity, sexual activity, and/or verbal or 
physical abuse with Special Olympics athletes, staff, officials or other volunteers. 

• I will respect the talent, developmental stage and goals of each athlete. 

• I will be fair, considerate and honest with athletes and communicate with athletes using plain and clear 
language. 

• I will ensure that accurate scores are provided for entry of an athlete into any event. 
 
I will PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY of EACH PERSON 
I understand that as a volunteer I may acquire personal information pertaining to Special Olympics athletes, 
volunteers or others. By being an event volunteer of SOO, I agree to maintain the confidentiality of all 
persons involved with Special Olympics and will not disclose personal information to anyone without the 
express written consent from the person to whom the information relates. I understand that I may disclose 
personal information to other Special Olympics members only if the disclosure is necessary and proper for 
the direct benefit of the individual and to carry out the duties of my role in Special Olympics Ontario. I agree 
that a breach of confidentiality shall be cause for termination as a Special Olympics event volunteer.  
 
I hereby certify that I have reviewed, understood and agreed to this volunteer pledge 
 
_____________________________ _______________________________ 
Printed Name of Volunteer  Signature  
 
Date:________________________ Event: _________________________ 

 
 
 



 

  

V Sample Volunteer Thank You Letter 
 
(Date) 
 
 
Dear (Name): 
 
On behalf of Special Olympics Ontario (Club or Community), I would like to personally 
thank you for your recent contribution of time at our swim meet.  This event could not 
have been a success without the help of you and the many other volunteers who 
donated their time. 
 
Special Olympics Ontario is a charitable organization that provides year round sports 
training and competition opportunities to individuals with intellectual disabilities. 
Conference competitions represent a culmination of hard work for our athletes and 
provide them with the opportunity to show off their skills to their family and friends. 
 
The success of such competitions rely solely on individuals such as yourself that are 
willing give up their (time frame) to come out and volunteer in the many positions 
which are vital to any competition. 
 
The SOO (Club) swim meet was host to (#) swimmers from (#) clubs across (District) 
Ontario. It was a (#) hour long competition that saw athletes competing in 25m, 50m, 
100m and 200m races in front crawl, back crawl, breast stroke, butterfly and freestyle 
events.  
 
Once again, SOO (Club) thanks you for your efforts and contribution of time!  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
(Competition Committee Information) 
  



 

  

VI Use of Marshals 
 
Depending on the size of your meet and the number of volunteers you are able to 
secure for the day you may have anywhere from 5-20 marshals, the following provides 
a breakdown of how to effectively use different numbers of volunteers in the role of 
marshal. 
 
Clerk of Course 
You will always need to have one volunteer designated as the Clerk of Course. This 
should be a volunteer that is familiar with the marshaling process and fairly 
knowledgeable regarding swim meets.  
 
Swim Ontario outlines the duties of a Clerk of Course on their website: 
http://swimontario.com/index_o.php?id=1663 
 
Working with 5 Marshals 
If you only have 5 volunteers to act as Marshals during your swim meet you can assign 
them the following tasks: 
-1 volunteer is named as the Clerk of Course 
-1 volunteer is responsible for finding athletes that are not in the marshaling pit when 
their name is called (it is recommended that this volunteer waits until all names are 
called and then takes the time cards of any missing athlete and visits the team 
locations around the deck-once an athlete is found they should stay with the runner 
until all athletes are found. Then the runner will escort all athletes to the appropriate 
chairs in the marshaling pit). 
-2 volunteers help the athletes move from row to row as the heats are swam 
-1 volunteer helps to get athletes ready to swim when their heat is up (the time cards 
of the athletes will need to be checked at this point to ensure they haven’t jumped a 
heat or switched lanes while transitioning through the chairs) 
 
For larger meets it is recommended that you have more volunteers to help marshal 
and depending on the length of your meet you will also need to have spares on hand 
to rotate through so volunteers can have breaks. 
 
Working with 20 Marshals 
If you have 20 volunteers to act as Marshals during your swim meet you can assign 
them the following tasks:  
-1 volunteer is named as the Clerk of Course 
-2-3 volunteers are assigned to each heat of swimmers 



 

  

-1-2 of the volunteers move with the 
athletes from row to row (1 in the front and 1 in the back), it is their 
job to ensure all of the athletes from their heat are moving with the group 
and that no one changes their order (the lane number on the athletes time card 
should match the number displayed on the chair); these marshals take the 
athletes all the way to the starting blocks and then return to the marshaling 
table to get their next heat of athletes. 
-1 volunteer is assigned to find any missing athlete(s) from the heat; sometimes 
athletes are still at their team bench or they could be currently swimming in 
another race. 

-Remaining volunteers are used as spares to rotate through and provide breaks to the 
Marshals 
 

VII Sample Competition Budget 
You can download a Sample Competition Budget from section 11.15 of the 

Information Portal.  

Please review section 11.10 for competition budget guidelines.  

If you have any questions regarding your competition budget or the Provincial grant 

process please connect with your District Developer or the Sport & Competition 

Developer.  

 

VIII Setting up Heats 
You need to determine if you are going to run males and females in the same heats or 

if you are going to run the genders in separate heats. It is normally recommended that 

you try to keep the genders separate as much as possible, but, especially in the longer 

distances, it may be necessary to combine them so the athletes have someone to 

compete against.  

However you decide to run your events and set your heats up, the most important 

thing to remember is to communicate this in your invitation so coaches know what to 

expect at your competition. 



 

  

 

 

Option 1- Running Events Slowest to Fastest 

You can choose to run each event by gender from slowest to fastest, this would mean 

that athletes may not be swimming against all (or any) of the athletes from their 

division.  

Print out a listing of the athletes, by gender in the event from slowest to fastest and 

print all of the swimmer labels, leaving the heat and lane assignments blank.  

Place the cards in order from slowest to fastest. 

Once all scratches have been received and those cards removed assign heats and 

lanes for all athletes.  

Note: you will need to complete the divisioning wizard using the appropriate 

parameters before you can enter the times and determine the athletes’ results.  

 

Option 2- Combining Divisions to Fill Your Pool 

Your second option is to run the divisioning wizard to determine the appropriate 

division for each athlete and then work to combine divisions (either with both genders 

or by keeping the genders separate) of similar abilities into heats. *This can include 

combining events (ie: if the M2 division in 200m free have similar times to the M3 

division in the 200m breast you could combine these two events). 

This option will often leave you with empty lanes; however, athletes will always be 

competing against all of the athletes in their division.  

If you use this option to set up your heats you can assign heat and lanes prior to the 

competition. If you receive any scratches on the day of the competition adjust the 

lane assignments so the empty lanes are on the outside.  

 

 



 

  

 

 

Assigning Lanes 

Special Olympics Ontario recommends that a pyramid is used when assigning lanes. 

Your fastest athlete in the heat will be put in the fastest lane and the times will 

decrease to the left. 

For a 6 lane pool you would assign lanes in the following order: 3, 4, 2, 5, 1, 6.  

IX Officials 
It is recommended that there is always at least one certified swim official at every 

SOO swim competition. A number of our SOO clubs have established working 

relationships with local officials. If you do not know officials in your area connect with 

your local generic club to try to recruit an official(s) for your meet or your Conference 

Convenor can help you with this process. 

At Provincial Qualifiers and Provincial Games a full complement of officials will be 

present. 

Referee in Chief (1) 

The referee has final authority over all matters pertaining to the competition. 

Approves and assigns duties to various officials, ensures the rules are enforced, makes 

decisions on placing, times, etc. which are referred from the office, maintains the 

meet tempo, oversees the start and finish of each race. It is becoming more common 

for there to be 2 referees, a Session Ref. who blows the whistle, and a Backup Ref. 

who handles the problems. This is done to ensure there are fewer delays in the meet’s 

progress. 

Starter (1) 

The starter has full control of the competitors from the time the Referee turns the 

race over. Starts the race, may recall or disqualify swimmers. 

Clerk of the Course (1) 



 

  

Organizes and hands cards to swimmers. Calls swimmers for their events. 

Has full authority over swimmers in the marshaling area, may disqualify 

swimmers, may re-seed or reorganize heats. 

 

Stroke and Turn Judges (2-4) 

Observes and judges the swimmers’ legality during the full race. Is familiar with the 

rules of swimming. Will disqualify swimmers for infractions and notify the swimmer 

and/or coach of same. 

Chief Timer (1) 

Is responsible for the availability, accuracy and signing in and out of the stopwatches. 

Takes the time of the 1st place finisher during each heat. Observes all timers and 

recorders and signals the referee should problems occur. 

 

 


